Structure and modeling studies of the carboxy-terminus region of human tropoelastin.
Elastin macromolecular assembly is a highly complex mechanism involving many steps including coacervation, cross-linking, and probably other (not known) phenomena. In past studies, it has been proposed that the C-terminal part of tropoelastin is also involved in this process and may play a key role in tropoelastin interactions with other proteins of the final elastic fibres scaffold. Presented here are the results of the biophysical studies (biospectroscopy, bioinformatics) of the C-terminal domain of tropoelastin. We report the detailed structures adopted by the oxidized (native) and reduced forms of the free synthetic peptide with sequence encoded by exon 36 of human tropoelastin (GGACLGKACGRKRK) and propose a dynamical interpretation of which structures may be involved in interactions with other extra-cellular matrix proteins. We also suggest that these structures may be retrieved in other proteins sharing a consensus sequence; however no definitive conclusion can be drawn here on a possible structure-function relationship.